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Under a Bridge We Met:
The evening meal was wonderful, curried lamb, garlic green beans and rice. Carol enjoyed
an ice-cold ginger, lemongrass, and mint drink that simultaneously energized and refreshed her.
Sitting by the Melaka River with a slightly cool breeze pushing the humidity past us, we watched the
people and tourist boats float by. Unbeknownst to us, this would be the calm before the storm. A
sudden flash of lightning introduced a torrent of rain as we began our stroll back to the remarkable

Holiday Inn. :-) At first, the drops felt like a gift from the heavens, but soon they
became a monsoon of moisture that caused us to seek refuge under a bridge. A
twelve-foot wide respite from the rain where we would spend the next 35
minutes in the company of another stranded couple.

Our restaurant by
the river. Where’s
Waldo?

Last year, while seeking relationships and direction for my Circles
of Humanity project, I came across an intriguing and impressive organization called the
Calgary Centre for Global Community. I mention this because they produced an
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outstanding series of videos called “Under an Umbrella
We Met” and it documents the promotion of
understanding toward those who may be diﬀerent than
we are. I would recommend you go online and check it
out.
Meanwhile, back in Malaysia, we met under a
bridge. They were a young couple, about the age of our
children, on their way home from a nine-hour driving trip
the length of the country to visit his family in the north.
What began as superficial conversation gradually
became increasingly open and intimate. The young
Muslim couple was remarkably open with respect to
their basic contentment, their fear of traveling beyond
the fringes of their culture, and of airplanes. Upon
learning that we have two sons and daughters-in-law
and three grandchildren, the young woman expressed
her happiness for us. She revealed that so far, God had
not given them the children they wanted. Resisting the
urge to stupidly suggest that they simply weren’t clear
how the whole process works, I followed Carol’s lead
and listened with empathy. The young woman simply
stated that if a child comes, her heart would be filled
with joy but if it does not happen, she will accept that
God has a diﬀerent plan for them.
The River, the Rain
Her willingness to accept a life that would be designed for her
and the Bridge
rather than by her seemed so very contrary to the growing western
approach of relentlessly applying all of the tools available to us in order
to attain any and all of our goals. Those of us who may be less spiritual
and more science-focussed have come to believe that we have
exclusive control over our fate. Taking either side of this position to the extreme may be
unwise as taking no responsibility for your life may be as dangerous as believing in absolute
self-determination.
During our time in Libya, we saw that “en shallah” (God willing) was the suﬃx to the
people’s existence. They would only be at work the next day or
win a tennis game if God was willing to provide that outcome.
In 2009,
Their approach was squarely at odds with the sense of
Malaysia was responsibility I have been conditioned to, but having said that, this
young couple were the poster-children for fulfilled contentment
the 9th most regardless of the outcome of their ability to become parents.
Perhaps they do understand how the whole process works. It
visited
seems to be working for them.

country in the
world.
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